Direct from a smash hit run in London comes a new revival of one of Harold Pinter’s most dramatic works. Reprising their performances from the West End engagement are three esteemed British actors making their Broadway debuts: Evening Standard, Olivier and Golden Globe Award winner Tom Hiddleston (The Avengers films; The Night Manager), Zawe Ashton (Velvet Buzzsaw; Wanderlust) and Charlie Cox (Boardwalk Empire; The Theory of Everything).

Inspired by Pinter’s own extramarital affair, BETRAYAL focuses on a seven-year affair and the characters’ deception and betrayal of one another. The drama unfolds in reverse chronological order, beginning in 1977 and ending in 1968.

This powerful production features the bold vision of one of the UK’s most acclaimed directors, Evening Standard and Olivier Award winner Jamie Lloyd (Passion; The Pride).
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